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Abstract. We consider a class of simp;$cation algorithms for algebraic and logical expressions 
which are of systemaiic usz ;n computer algebra systems. This ciass is basically characterized by 
the fact that algorithms operate in a bottom-up recursive way on the eupiessions, i.e. start from 
the atomic terms-constants and variables-and perform t’rt: simplifications on larger and larger 
terms until the whole exgrcsaion is ultimately proceeded; no backtracking or iterated process 
should intervene in the simplification. We show that under these quite general assumptions, it 1s 
possibie to anaiyze preciseiy, and almost automatically, the average xi-e of the resulting 
expressions- the gain in space-and the average time complexity of the process, which happens 
is be hew, whereas the worst-case behaviour is not in general. 
Resum. Considerem una classe d’algorismes de simpl~jicacici per a expressions a/gehrtrique.x ikigiques 
que s6n d’tis sistemitic en sistemes d’ilgebra de computaci6. Aquesta classe es& caractcritzada 
~%j~;~rnent gel fet que els seus algorismes operen sobre ies expressions d’una manera recursive 
6.’ wndent (bottom-up), 6s a dir que parteixrn dels termes athmics-constants i variables-i 
cfectuen simplifications sobre termes cada cop mis grans fins que processen finalment I’expressicj 
completa; en la simplificaci6 no intervenen processes iterats o de backtracking. Poscrn de manifest 
que sota aquestes hiphtesis fora generals, 6s possible analitzar de manera precisa, i quasi 
automAtica, la Iongitud mitjana de les expresstons resultants- el guany en espai-i la complexitat 
mi!jana en temps del pro&s, que resulta ser lineal, mentre que el comportament en el cas-pitjor 
en general no ho 6s. 
Simplification is one of the most common and di cult operatiolls processc 
second in any computer system dedicated to symbolic an 
In particular, in general computer algebra systems such a 
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&ra&hpQd, etc., it is crucial to execute these basic operations with the greatest 
efficiency and to obtain a result. or better a normal form, as small as possible. 
Various strategies have been developed to achieve this goal, which always use a 
recursive definition of simplification, together with heuristics for the strategy and, 
quite often, hashing for better efficiency. 
In general, no precise estimations of running times nor of space requirements 
have been given for this type of algorithm. This is mainly due to the fact that these 
programs are intricate, so that the standard pow-analysis ‘% la Knuth” cannot be 
easily produced. However, it seems to us that tight estimations of various crucial 
parameters related to the execution of these programs should be of great help in 
several situations: 
-I 2 _lL__IL~_., ;_ _ w$&en &signing algorithms: a sop'fiisticareu xgx!lil!rr 13 %U!l q--:+e o;"ier, i;v'~i~@, ori t'ne 
“average”, than a simpler one which happens to be very bad with sma!l probability; 
- when studying data organization: sparing memory quite often yields better running 
time efficiency; 
- when improving programs: “when efficiency is important, the first step is to profile 
the system to find out where it spends its time” [I]; Bentley meant projling by 
simulation, while our intention is projling by mathe?nakd analysis. 
In this paper, we propose a method for giving precise estimates of two types of 
quantities related to simplification algorithms: 
- the size of the formula obtained after simplification; 
- the rllnnino time of the algorithm; i -e;“““& 
Of course, our method cannot apply to any type of algorithm for at least two reasons: 
the fact that determining whether a problem is in a given complexity class is, in 
general, undecidable and the fact that programs can be so intricate that it is ~ot 
possible to represent their run-time propertics in a concise and comprehensive 
manner that would allow mathematical deductions and developments. Therefore, 
we have to be more precise about the general characteristics of the class of sim- 
plification programs that we are a.ble to handle, which will imply some restrictions 
on their capabilities. Several attempts have been made in the last decade to provide 
systematic ways of analyzing the behaviour of programs; Wegbreit [13, !4] and 
Ramshaw [l l] have proposed complexity assertions systems, analogous to the 
Floyd-Hoare method in formal semantics, that manipu!ate formulae to express 
inductively probabilistic properties of data at run-time; closer to our approach, 
Burge [2] suggests that some systematic connection could be established between 
a (Lisp) program and i?:, complexity; Flajolet and Steyaert [7,12] developed this 
idea for a class of algorithms working on tree structures in a recursive top-down 
way, without transforming the data. This iast method allows a very systematic 
analysis of algorithms that perform some kind of generalized syntactical di&rentiaiion 
on Agebraic expressions without simplification or, in the setting of formal language 
theory: of algorithms that behave as finite-state transducers on trees. 
It is clear that usual simplification algorithms cannot be designed as top-down 
algorithms in the former framework, and that, indeed, W-I~ has to simplify smaii-sub- 
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expressions then collect them (therefore modifying the data) and recursively apply 
the simplification rules in a bottom-up traversal of the structure. Some even more 
involved situations can arise* . consider for instance an algorithm that would try to 
factorize algebraic expressions using, basically, the distributivity law, (a- b j + 
(a* c) = a* (6 + c); then, one can easily see that this process cannot be executed in 
a strict bottom-up way, but that after a reduction the sub-expressions have to be 
scanned again, since new possibilities of simplification can be created by the first 
reduction. This type of doublj? recursue algorithm is out of the scope of our method: 
the situation becomes rapidly so complex that we cannot handle it. Nevertheless, 
we can analyze almost any kind of simplification that, under appropriate conditions 
on sub-expressions (equality tests in general), transforms this expression into one 
of its sub-expressions or some fixed expressions (most often a constant). To be more 
precise, we consider simplification rules of one of the following forms: 
or 
h(e~,...,e,,bq when ei, = ei, , . . . , ei, = eiil. 
h ‘( e, , . e . , e,, ) + c when ei, = ej, , . . . , eiir, = ej, , 
where e, is an expression variable, k ( l ) and .Cn’( l ) denote generic forms of expressions 
called headers, and c is some constant term. 
Many simplification algorithms are based on rewriting rules of these two types, 
which express, for instance , idempotency or nilpotency of operators, or even more 
subtle laws, such as ((x +v) -x) = ~7)~ However, associstivity or distributk%y, as 
already stated, are not expressible in their full generality in our system. 
The tools for handling this class of programs are those used in 173, namely 
gr”~einiiis~ j’&rCio~iu and compkx analysis; the method is based on the translation 
of recursive definitions of combinatorial parameters and computational costs into 
equations on the power series associated with these quantities; then; we study the 
analvtic properties of the solutions and, via translation lemmas, establish their 
asymptotic behaviour. The situation is, however, much more complex: we have to 
translate the combinatorial properties of the data and of the algorithm into infinite 
sets of equations over generating functions and complexity descriptors. Then the 
analytic study of the solutions is a- 3il9 more difficult, since we have to determine 
inductively the behaviour of the vario~_rs power series involved in the equations. It 
turns out that all this can be achieved under very general conditions, and the 
conclusions show that in genera!, the ~vcrag c size of the result is Einear in the size 
of the input, and that the running time is linear on average. 
The paper is divided into three main parts. Section 2 is devoted to a case of 
simplification of the first type: starting from two constants a and b, we consider a 
binary operator, say A, and given any expression f in the (free) algebra thus 
generated, we study: 
- the average size of the equivalent expression one can UULUL -LL.-.:- _&-iiZii ii is knlowra 
that A is idempotent, i.e. for all expressions $, 1‘~ f =f, and that this simplification 
rule is systematically applied; 
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- the average cost of the bottom-up recursive simplification algorithm which 
naturally achieves this reduction. 
In this example, we illustrate in a very systematic way the generai method proposed 
in this p&per. We will be as precise and exhaustive as possible, in order to figure 
out the main points and technicalities. 
Section 3 contains a case of simplification of the second type. Again the study is 
performed using similar methods. The main difference is in the nature of the inductive 
definitions, and therefore recursive equations we have to handle. 
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the introduction of comnutativity in the sim- 
plification system; we show how our method adapts to this new situation. We also 
suggest other extensions to general SySteiTls, our conviction being that in any special 
case one can estimate preciseiy average behaviour foiiowing the parad’gm deveioped 
in this paper. 
The work reported here was initiated in [3] and developed in [4,5]; some new 
developments uggested in this paper will receive a full treatment in a forthcoming 
paper [6i. 
2, Idempotent binary law 
!n this section, we consider a prorsiyp;: of Cmplification algorithms, which is 
simple enough to be analyzed in detail and whose behaviour is typical of all more 
invoived situations. LJsing this model -we wiii show the toiiowing features: 
the average size of an expression after simplification is linear in the size L’f the 
original one; 
the standard deviation of this random vai i;cibie is proportional to the square root 
of the size of the expression; 
the expected running time of the simplification algorithm is proportional to the 
size n of the input, whereas the worst case running time can be O(n log n) in 
some situations. 
We first introduce some basic notions and notations that will be used throughout 
the paper. 
Let 93 be the family of pure binary trees, i.e. binary trees without labels. This 
family is classically defined by the equation 
-tihich can be vicwcd either as an equation in the free algebra where 9, the leaf 
symbol, is a constant and =, the in:i~& no& symbol, is a binary operator which 
applies to an c .rdered Pair of trees, or as a convenient shortcut for the ciassical ‘ 
recursive definition of binary trees. 
The generating function of the family 93 is the power series B(z) = I,, _() 6,$‘, 
where h,, is the number of binary trees having n internal nodes. Given a tree ?, we 
will denote by IfI its number of internal nodes, referenced as its size. Then B(z) can 
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be equivalently defined as B(z) = C,, ,fi 2”‘; * It is now routine to translate (1) into the 
following equation for B( 2): 
B(z) = 1 +z* B’(z), 
which analytica!!y solves to 
1 -d/1 -42 
Nz)= 2z , (2’) 
due to initial conditions. 
The Catalan numbers b,, are known to evaluate to 
as fj tends to ffifii;ity. 
Let 59 be the faAnily of binary trees with two types of leaves a and b, which 
t,ppr&j?y C‘+r,EeT *La 6. r*.n+:-F _ _ _ _ _ _ c_ g1 ‘= ‘;- :A ‘2 a-a_ L_ 1 s. ._ = 1 
We consider trees in 9 as machine representations of algebraic expressions built 
from a and 6 by repeated use of the binary operator 0. We now assume that 0 is 
moreover idempotent; hence expressions can in general be somehow reduced9 and 
a natural way of computing the minimal equivalent expression, which exists in this 
case, is shown in Fig. 1, written in some pascalish dialect. From the program it 
should be clear that, for instance, any expression (or tree as we will often say) in 
9 whose leaves are ali labelled with a simplifies to the one-leaf tree a itself, and 
s.imilarly for 6. More generally, any tree which can be ob+ &ained by substituting all 
the ieaves of a binary tree (in 93) with a unique tree t E 9, simplifies to a single 
function simplify(tree:9):3; local tl,tr:9 
if tree.degree = 0 then simplify:= tree 
else tl := simplify( tree.left); 
tr := simplify( tree.right); 
if ;qi_i;i::;~,i~) then simplify:= tl 
else simplify := o( tl,tr) fi fi. 
function equal(tree1 Jree2: 9 !:hcc!csn: 
if treel.info # tree2.info 
then equal := false 
else if tree1 .degree = 0 
then equal := true 
else if equal( tree1 .Ieft,tree2.left) 
tb! eqr~at := equal(treel.right,tree2.right! 
else equal := false 62 fi fi. 
Fig. I. Programs for equality testing and simplification of expressions with an idempotent law. Tree- 
variables consist of four kids: &gwr (0 for leaves, 2 for internal nodes), in/b ia, h or o), kli (for ieft 
subtree) and right (for right subtree). 
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copy of r, hence of simplify( t). It should be mentioned too, that equality test really 
means struc~ursl identity; . . _ tbp way the test is implemented is not crucial: function 
equal has been given here for the sake of completeness. 
WC now turn to the proof of the three main results mentioned above. 
2.1. Average simplification ratio 
?‘he goal of this sub-section is to study the average size of a random expression 
after simplification. It is reasonable to assume that all the expressions of a given 
size, say n the number of internal nodes in the tree, are equally likely. This assumption 
is not Ii restriction as to principles and does not affett the general form of the results. 
We then perform the simplification algorithm on all the expressions of size n, and 
consider the average n uI .ber of internal nodes in the trees thus obtained. In order T 
to derive the asymptotic behaviour of this quantity, as n tends to infinity, we process 
in two main steps: 
- first, we obtain through combinatorial considerations, a set of algebrsic equations 
on the power series associated to families 9, of trees which simplify to t, for each 
irreducible t, 
- then, we study the analytical properties of these series and obtain a local equivalent 
of the size series around its dominant singularity; we then conclude using classical 
transfer lemmas. 
IA E(z) = E,@, Z!‘! denote the generating functiol~ of 3. From (4) we deduce thar 
D(z) = 2-!- ZP(Z), 
This expression shows furthermore that D(z) has radius of convergence l/8, and 
an easy combinatorial argument yields a closed formula for the number of trees in 
9 of size n: [z”]D(z) = 2”+‘b,. 
We turn now to the study of the generating function of the size of simplified trees, 
S( 2) = C jsimplify( .t)l&‘! 
li ‘1 
This series, at least apparently, does not satisfy any kind cf nice functional equation 
of the above type; however it is possible to define it by an infinite recursive scheme. 
Let 9 be the set of irreducible elements of 9, that is those trees which satisfy 
t = simplify( t j. This set is inductively defined by 
s;=a+b+o(~,~)-{O(Z,?)ifE~}. (6) 
For each t E & let D, denote the power series of trees which simplify to t 
,(z)= c y, 
slmplif> ( 14 ) I 
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so that 
S(z)= c I!ID,(z). (8) 
rr.9 
Since a tree reduces to a single leaf ifi al! its leaves are iabeiied with the same letter, 
we have as induction basis the equations 
Da(z) = Dh(3) = B(z). (9 
Furthermore, for any pair (u, u) of distinct elements of 9, the tree c( tp, v) belongs 
to 4 and we have 
lzrm*.n+;* , IIn\ ct c=. a+ ce,c 
r. -vIu - auvi t~iiii whenever 
. 
LyuuLlL’Il \l”i 
P?!?%rrrCPE l ..P , A‘ 
PIP a tree SPIPI -----piifies to o(u, v), &$hf--f j& 
left subtree simplifies to u, its right one to u and u # u, or both of them simplify to 
o( u, v) producing +( U, v), o(u, u)) which in turn simr%ies to o( U; II). This inductive 
definition of series C,(z), for t E 9, allows us to characterize algebraically the series 
S(z). 
Proposition 2.1. The power series S(z) qf the sizes qf simpljfied trees is given by 
s( )_ m)-2-zc,< ,(l~l+l)~f(z) 
Z- 
l-220(2) 
. 
roof. Let us first remark that 
md= c Q(z). (11) 
IC .J 
111 ordei- to evaluate S(z), we introduce the series in two variables 
A(z I) Y) = C y’%(z) , (12) 
tc .J 
SO that we classically obtain an expression equivalent to that of (8) by difierentiating 
n with respect to y and setting Y = 1: 
S(z) =; A(z, y&z,. (13) 
lntr l.lr,G d * .,mArnh16 l.a:et, -nel,r tL, C;7p Blcmg VclClclUIL y w111,1, lllalh3 LIKL “.sdCI of the stm~!i5ed P-mm -we obtain from _ 1 ‘-1 @Cc> 
(lo), under the same conditions 
Y’ 
01 II. ~1 i/ 
Do(l,,L,)(z) =yzy’“‘D,,(z)y~l”D,.(z)+ y-‘~,‘Ir.L.“Z(y”‘lr.r.,‘~,~,,C)(Z))~. (14 
We now sum ail these equations for ail t E 9, which gives after some transformations 
on the summations and reductions using (7): 
A(z, y) = 2+yzA’(z, y) -z C (y”“+’ -Y”‘)Df(z). (15) 
I( .J 
DiReientiatio n with respect to y produces a linear e uation in S(z) w solves 
easily giving the expected expression. E 
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In the expression thus obtained for S(z) the denominator is quite classical; it 
appears in a number of situations where the observed quantity is linear in the input 
size. Combinatarially, it corresponds to a recursion over the subtrees; analytically, 
it is easy to derive from (5) that 
1 D’(z) =- 
I-2zD(z) D’(z)’ 
The numerator is somewhat harder to analy _,. 17~ F~snx combinatorial considerations 
(the size of simplified trees is smaller than the original size), we know that the radius 
of convergence of S(z) equals that of D(z); the point is to determine the local 
behaviour of S(z)=C,,.,(!t!+l)DS(z) in a neighbourhood of z= l/8. There is no 
generai analytical result for this kind of summation; almost any situation can be 
met. However, we have the fo!lowing important fact. 
Proposition 2.2. The series S(z)=x,,., (ltl+l)D~(z) is analytic for Izlspfi, with 
pa > l/8. 
Before proving this proposition, let us make two remarks. 
(1) It is now easy to obtain a local equivalent for S(z) around z = i/S? its dominant 
singularity, and therefore, using the Darboux-P:3lya method, to derive an asymptotic 
expression for the average size of simpiified expressions. 
(2) This phenomenon is going to appear quite generaiiy in all the types of 
simplification that we consider in this paper; intuitively, it seems to come from a 
reasonably fair repartition of trees in the simplication classes 9,. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is based on Weierstrass’s convergence criterion 
together with sharp local estimates of several series. 
(1) For all t E 9, the series D,(z) has radius of convergence l/4 and D,(1/4) = 2; 
the proof is easy by structural induction on elements of 9: 
- D,,(z) = Q,(z) = f?(z) satisfy this property, 
- D+u.&) h as an explicit form in terms of Do, {z) and D,( a), 
D+,&) = (I.-- JI -4z’D,,D,)/2z, (16) 
from which one checks the inductive step, since all the series D,(z j have positive 
coefficients, thus definining increasing functions on the real positive axis. 
The series D!(z) are therefore analytic functions in the disk IzI < l/4. 
(2j For aii t E 9, with I+ i, we verify by induction on ItI that 0,(3/M)< y”‘, 
for y = 0.3 for instance. This step uses (16) and the standard local development of 
(1 -xj”2 as x vanishes. 
(3) We now consider the series I(z) of irreducible trees. From (6) which defines 
the set 9, we derive for I(zj the foiiowing functional equation: 
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This type of equation cannot be solved exphcitiy; however the Darboux-Polya 
method 193 gives precise asymptotics for the coefficients of I(z). Let us first remark 
that [z’“]l(z) d [z”]D(z), since 4; c 9. Hence the radius of convergence pr of I(z) 
is greater than or equal to pfI = l/8; in fact, the “implicit function” theorem asserts 
that it is the smallest positive real solution of (17) which satisses simultaneously 
221(z) = 1; it is easy to approximate this value numerically, and to obtain pr = 
0.1471742.. . 
Since pf < pf, I( z’) is analytic for 1~1 -C 6, and thus can be considered as a 
regular function independent of I(z) in a neighbourhood of z = pt. As a consequence, 
we have 
[z”]Z(Z) = [zf’] 1 -Jl-4z(2-zl(z’)) 1)) 
22 lI 
, 
r I 
[Z”]l(Z) 
1 -p;“n-“( 1+*(f)), 
4p,J7: 
the last equation resulting from the classical Newton binomial formula and Stirling 
approximation of factorials, 8, from the Darboux theorem [cf. S]. 
(4j Coming back to 6(z) as defined in Proposition 2.2 we evaluate the sum for 
z = 3/ 16; from point (2), we deduce that 5(3/l@ = 0(x,, .V (f’t) + Q$i”), then using 
pc?;r~t (3) and the ilniffipm;+ xr sfs!! the p;_~dirqp estimations, we have that S(3/ 16) = -*m-s u. ‘.“.J 
Q(TY,I ,,,) e -‘l$-‘?,V\ x&-i # I 19 with ;;‘+ < 1; hence this numerical sun converges, and 
S(z) having positive coefficients, converges absolutely in the disk IzI < 3/16. The 
*rnflf fi_f prF.r._-.r;t;_.t? ? ? :r t_kllC _c--_~~c-!n+-- -I y__“’ Y. 1 .vp VU*CIV** I.- io t.ssuo WVlll~lbLLU~ Xt shixiki be ihked ihi our estimations 
a.re very loose, but sufficient for our purposes. Cl 
We are now able to prove the main result of this sub-section, which concerns the 
asymptotic behaviour of the average simplification ratio, i.e. the average value of 
the ratio between the sizes of an expression after and before simplification: 
[z”]S(z j 
St, = n[z”]D(z)’ 
Theorem 2.3. The average sirnplijication ratio s,, tends t= G csnstant cr ar n tends to 
injnity, where 
U= l-S(l/8)/16=0.8196.. . 
and S(z) =C,, J(t(+ l)@(z). 
roof. From Proposition 2.1 we have 
S(tj= 
D(Z)-2-ZiS(Zj_ 
l-2zD(z) ’ 
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since S(z) is regular for Izl<3/16, the dominant singularity of S(z) is located at 
z = i/8, and in this neighbourhood, S(z) is seen to be equivalent to 
S(z) = 
D(i/S)-2-S(i/S)iS 
JCE 
-+0(l). 
Hence by the transfer lemmas, 
and 
[;“]D(z)=-$$3”n’/‘(1++-)). 
n 
(18) 
Equation (15) was the starting point for computing the expected size of trees 
after simplification, hence the average value of the simplification ratio; one can 
expect that, in the same manner, we will be able to estimate the variance of the size 
of simplified expressions. We give the main lines of this, quite often tedious exercise. 
Denoting this variance, as a function of the input size tr, by v,, we recall the 
well-known fact that 
(19) 
Diiferentiating (15) twice with respect to y we obtain again a linear equation in 
a’(A (x, y) j/Q* which, after substituting y = 1, solves to 
A;(z, 1) =$A(,yji,.,= 
4zD(z)S(z)+2xS’(+-j(z) 
1-2zD(z) 
9 CW 
where 
T(z) = 3.2 C Irl()tl+ 1 )D:(z). 
. - 
(21) 
If .$ 
In order to evaluate aslrmn*n*;rr YIII!VLVLlkJ for the Taylor coefhcienrls of Az(z, i) we encounter 
the same problem as for S(z). Function T(Z) has to be shown to be analytic in a 
domain larger than the dis of comlergence of Ar(z, l), namely iz/lzl< l/8). It is 
very similar to S(z) and the proof of PronAtion 2.2 clearly applies to t(z), the 
only change appearing in point (Lh), withqayt mndit*yin~ the pyy!u;,si~~ that t(z) is 
analytic fCiS IZ] C pc ttr 6Oiiie pr 3 l/8. 
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kind of situation. The following expansions have been first done by hand [cf. 53, 
then checked on the Maple system. We u!timately obtain 
-(2-1/86(1/8))(1 -8z)-“1-4 
+\4+ 1/$S(1/8)+-&1/8) f 
> 
(1-8z)“‘+O(l-8z), 
d$z, i; =h,(l -82) “‘!+d,(I -8z)-“‘+O((l-8z)““), 
___:Lt iiv’iiii 
d, = (1 - 9( l/8)/ 16)‘, 
dZ = -~(1280-64S(1/8)+256f(L/8)+4s’(1/8)-1/4S(1/8)8’(1/8) 
+ 3S( l/8)7. 
Ap&,jng the Barboiix theorem to 
the leading term for the variance v,,. 
expalrsions we obtain from (19) 
2.4. l%e variance v,, of the I d *strib~ti~i~ tif the sizes of trees after simphjica tion 
is asymptotically linear in the size of the input tree: 
V,, = Cn(l+O(l/n)) 
with @ = l/ l(jS(9 - l,‘(j S’(i) - ,?/25@3’(:) -I- I/ 1 ri74ii(Jii’(%) - i/2;‘(;), a c3nstan.t 
which ilumerically evaluates to 0.2166 D . . . 
2.2. &~_O~_~~” pn9.t of ,:~-_!x.-=,?:‘---- 
0’ “-“* J ~~rrryllJlLUI~wr~ 
we now turn to the eva!uation of the a 
this asd the following sections, we will co 
based esseMially on pointer 
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algorithm, or on their equivalent (in terms of con’s, car’s and C~P’S) in a Lisp 
implementation; the overhead due to contra: in 8o+s, bran&ings tii procedure 
calls wiil be neg’lected, the main reason being that although the general Wavout of 
the costs remain identical in real or idealized life, mathematical formulae have a 
nicer look in the latter than in the former, and are therefore easier to handle and 
to expose. A full and exact treatment would be possible in every specia! case, along 
the same lines. 
Quite generally, following the notations and the ideas developed in [7], we will 
associate to a program (or a portion of program) 9, a series S(z) that relates the 
cost of execution of 9 to the input size; more precisely, denoting the cost of running 
CP on input e by @(e) we define this complexity descriptor TP( z) by 
TP( z) = C r9( e)zY 
P 
(22) 
The rules of the complexity calculus of [7] still apply in many situations: composi- 
tion, conditionals, iterations over subtrees. . . However, a new phenomenon arises 
now, in connection with bottom-up recursion: the comparison test in the algorithm 
is perforirred on the trees obtained after simplification of the inputs and not, as 
previously studied on the inputs themseives; the cost relative to this test is therefore 
more difficult to evaluate. There are two ways of deriving an expression for 7 simp( z), 
the rnmplenitv &qyiptor of fgncti_~~ &g@Jjy c?~C;ed jy Fig. ‘,I .~R.z P_Q~PC hi& f-n _ __ _r----i.-_ “WI..“” VII.. CY 
the definition’of complexity descriptors and by successive rearrangements yields 
the expression, while the second one is closer to the decomposition in “reduction” 
classes already used in the previous sub-section. We will prefer this later more 
concise treatment. In the sequel we will make the convention that testing any 
combination of atomic properties on roots of trees will be charged one unit; 
accionmeatc “I=” WV”- D”“““-” Wiii !x free, as well as branching in conditional statements. Thus, 
in the-analysis of equality test between two trees u and v, the cost 7 eq(u, v) will 
be the number of nodes visited in one of the two trppc .L _“Y. 
We now prove the foilowing. 
T simp(z) = mz)+wz) 
1-2zD(z) j 
where 
M(z) = z 1 7 eq( u, v)D,,(z)O,(z). 
li,Ct .r/ 
For all t E 9, let us consider the series r simp,(z) of the simplification costs 
of those trees which reduce to t. We thus have 
5 simp,,( z) = D~,(z)+2zO,,(z)~ simp,,(z)+ zD,(zj, (23a) 
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where the first term represents the first test in procedure simplify, the second the 
recursive calls3 and the third one the test for equality between the simplified resulting 
subtrees -which has here aiways unit cost. For any t = o( u, U) E .U;? we now have, by 
the same analysis and use of general complexity rules 
r simp,(z) = D,(z) 
+ zr sinrpl,(z)D,.( z) + zD,,( 2)~ simp,.( z) 
+ 7 eqb4 WWz)Q.W 
+2z~ simp,(z)D,(z)+(2lr]+ l)zDf(z). (23b) 
In this equation the first term is the same as above, the second, third and fourth 
+prmc ~nmrrl to fh.~ ~QCP nw:___;._ ;;.c hPPd th L._a :::J “Fi-“J’ a..._ :uui icfi C:?k?_,,c f/!::.-“r^ tr. ;_;;!:I!.-& LLfl * _.-Lc - s’:Va..Vw,a ‘k”UQbJ I.” u w1111ai LIIC lIl&lIL One 
reduces to v, and the last two terms to the situation where both subtrees reduce to 
t itself. 
We just have to sum all these equations, rearrange the right-hand side, solve 
the line&r equation in T simp(z) =I.. - : . .:r T simp( z) to obtain the expression of 
Proposition 2.5. U 
In this expression, all the q uantities except M(z), are now well known. In fact 
all we know about M(z) is that its iZidiiiS of convergence is at least i/8, since 
simplification is polynomial, as will be shown later. A nice situation would be that 
this radius be strictly greater than l/8, and we could use the scheme of Section 2.1. 
Unfortunately this is not the case: let us simply remark that the coefficients of series 
M ( z) are exponent-wise ! ___.^_ arger than those of ~&a I,, L’c ,v’ D,,(z)Q.(z) = D?(z) and, , 
ttierefore, that M(z) has radius of convergence l/8. Next, and this is not a rigourous 
statement, we know, by experience, that comparing two random trees has a constant 
cost; we are therefore inclined to think that M(z) has its dominant singularity in 
7 - l/S, and that it expands locally as a O(m). The next proposition will -4
establish this crucial property more formally; for a fully detailed proaof, the reader 
should refer to [5]. 
Proposition 2.6. 7%~ series M(z) is analytic/or IzI s l/8, z # l/8, and in a neighbour- 
hood of z = l/8 has the asymptotic equivalent 
M(z) =g(z)Jm+ h(z), 
W. 
where g(z) and h(z) are analytic in a neighbourhood of z = l/8. 
- .- - _I - c 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.6 has to be divided into three parts, first, we give 
for M(z) an equivalent form, basically by expanding the recursion once, thus 
obtaining an equivalent expression more convenient to forthcoming anaiytic con- 
siderations; we then show that series of the type C,,,_ .J D:,( z)D,.( z) have the property 
expected for M(z) and we conclude by analytic continuation of M(z) outside its 
circle of convergence, except in z = l/8. 
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a 2.7. 7Ie series M(z) satisjes the equation 
M(z) = 
D(z)(l-2z’c,* ,$ D;(z))+2z1(! -z(~~)_~,(~)-zzZM:(z)+ H(z) 
- - 1 -zZ(D’(z)fC,, ,‘/ Dfiz)) 
, 
where 
and, for i = 2,3, 
M;(z) = c 7 eq( u, U)Di,( z)D,.( z). 
II.1 t .v 
Proof. _ ._ __ iei us c”rlsidei_ the ijuantiij; 7 eq( U, ii); ‘e . 
. 
IliS befiiid iWXii3i~C!~ by the SjGt~El 
f* 
I ifi~I=o 0r l~i=o, 
7eq(u, ?I)= 1 + r eq( u.left, u.left) (24) 
t + T eq( uright, v.right)x eq(u.left, t;.left) otherwise. 
Translating this definition in terms of power series, we obtain for M(z) 
f$f(z) = &B(z)D(z) _~zp(z)f z’(l\rr(Z) -;- $gz)), 
where, with 9’ denoting $\{a, b}, 
N,(z) = z C r eq(u, u)O;?,(z)D~(z) 
.i,L’c .J’ 
After some transformations these last two equations ultimately produce 
L,, \ 
N,(Z) = z: T cq(u, u)D;‘((z)D,.(z) 
11,L't .g 
-2_R(z)D(z)-21(z) c D;(z)+4B”(z) 
16 .r/ 
-z C 7 eq(u, u)@,(z)@(z), 
,I,[‘, .V’ 
N?(z)=z D’(z)- 1 
i 
+D’(z)M(z)-2zD(z)M,(z) 
I< .I/ 
+4z@(z) 1 Df(z)-4zR~(z)+M(z) c D;(z) 
Ic .I It ./ 
us obtain a iinear equation in (2) wkicL~ gives the expression of Lemma 
2.7. cl 
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In this expression for M(z) it is LU.,, =IC~’ to see (an-d prove) that the rlennrn~n~*~~ C.-CC. L..” -1. I”*.*“‘*IL”I 
ri,oes not vanish for IzI 5 l/8, snd that, in the numerator, the series H(z) has 2 radius 
of convergence strictiy greater than l/8. Therefore, we just have to know the precise 
beh2viour of quantities M,(z) and I&(z) to determine that of M(z). Let us start 
by 2 local expansion around z = l/8. We prove the following. 
Lemma 2.8. 17?c series M,(z) and M,(z) have radius ofconvergence 118, and around 
z = 118 satisjjv the local developments 
Mj(z)=gj(z)dFiG+hj(z), i=2,3, 
where gi( z) and hi(z) are analytic around z = I/8. 
Faosf. The value of the radius of convergence is immediate from inequalities 
ID(z) c Df(z)! = EM,] S ID(z) c (2[t]+ l)D((z)l. 
it .G ICY 9 
Local expansions are more tricky. -We first consider, for u E 4 the series p,,(z) = 
r i . . . . . ,I 
_‘L., 
TPaaf?I ??!.r) (71 c_?lthat pFg;(=j=x,,, y #,(\_j_,,,_,_ '--n._"~ - ;-i‘.,-;i IV_ '7\ni(7)-Clhv!'n!lS!?!, y&j =qpJzj = \ 
D(zj, and for aii f = o( 24, v) E 9 we have from (24) the inductive equation 
p,izi = U(zj+z~,,(zjji(zj+z~,,(zjU,,(z)+z~,,~,.(z), (25) 
where 
~,,,,.W = ,+2i, 7 eqiu, t.ieft)Bj(z)+ 2 7 eq(v: t)DZf,,,,(z) 
. P f II 
-x req(u, t)Df(z)-Teq(u, v)D;?r(z), 
all summations being taken over 9, as UsUai. 
i i-viii C*fi~+- /9C\ jz.re ?i,ej:.~.~ 53;’ inrlllrtinn- ‘\ i j j .r.UUIC*“a*. 
(1 j since for aii u, v E 4, se rks V,,,,,(Z) are anaiytic for IzI 5 pa, with p6 > l/8, scrics 
L,(Zj are analytic for Jz] S l/8, z # l/8; 
(2) around z = l/8, series r;t, (z) admit local developments of the form p,(z) = 
g,( z)m f II:(Z); furthermore, in a neighbourhood of z = l/8, series g,(z) and 
h,(z) are analytic and their moduli lg~z)I and (h,( z)I are strictly and uniformly 
boundhcd 2bCNc by 3: * _ , ,_ .I. A i f 1 - QG’.c G&t Clhl9~~~ j&- 
. 
ms&$ir<c p; 2 5 ,&;-J ; A q;y2 -2); -em- w. 
this property derives easily from the fact that D,( l/8) s B( l/8) = 4 -2~6. 
Using now again Weierstrass convergence criterion and the fact that I(z), the 
series of irredu cib;e trees, has a radius of convergence prl > l/8, we obtain by 
summation, that series g?(z) =C,< .# g,(z)@(z) and k(z) =y,. v 67i!z)Df(z) COW 
verge absolutely and uniformly in 2 neighbourhood o z = l/8. So, by Wekrstms 
double series theorem (see e.g. IS]), they are analyti 
2nd therefore A~ VVLU;II cLIb &..,I 1 I* nh+a*n +k~ car*red deco 
--* 
1 ne same property id& trt:,: for J(Z). cl 
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The last oart of the proof of Proposition 2.6 consists of showing that M(z) has 
no other singularity on its circle of convergence than z = l/8. it is cieariy suficient 
to prove this property for A&(z) and M,(z); but these series can easily be continued 
analytically outside their circle of converge by growth considerations analogous to 
those presented in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6. Cl 
We can now conciude Cc3 LiG ttiz 3:‘Zr3g? YIYY+VIJ time of the simplification 
algorithm. 
Theorem 2.9. The average cost r simp,, = [ ~‘~17 simp( z)/[ z”]D( z) of running the 
rimnlifimtinn nlanri?;hm for an i~pqofpn~ [mv on hirary twm nf &p yz js gsy_mpp~~ic~l!~~ Jwlsy.sJS-=-< l V.” -_o -- --- --.I 
linear as n tends to infinity: 
T simp,, =an+O(l), 
where u is a real number which depends OIY the ac!u:ai’ mplementation. 
Prcrof. From the considerations above, the series 7 simp(z) has 118 as radius of 
convergence, a unique dominant singularity at z = l/8 and around this point a local 
development of the form 
a(z) 
Tsimp(z) =m+b(z), 
where a(z) and b(z) arc analytic around z = l/8. We can therefore apply the Darboux 
tbs.- rii_,,rem and deduce that 
aW8! 
[z’* 1~ simp( z) = -- & 8’1n-“Z(1 +O( l/n)). 
Simple algebraic manipulations lead to 
a(1/8)=4+ & 128-86+$+: c (2jtl+i)D:(1/8)-~,(1/8)- 4 
( 
hf,( l/8) 
‘, , - I< .‘/ / 
with S = C,, ,g Df( l/8). From the already known value of [z”]O(z), we conc!ude. Cl 
3. Nilpotent binary law 
introduction: ru!es where a whole subexpression is replaced by a constant or a small 
expression, independeilt of the original dne. This situation is complementary to the 
previous one and happens to introduce non-tnviaf modifications in the anaiytic 
treatmpnt hRt WP h;lye t;~ p&&.py iiii ThP gpcerpl acnort nf tha rec,rltc ic c-m”_ -_ r;Srk.” Lra L&a- a wLI.2. ‘L.? !qyLam,rrPr _ - . . . _ *..9 o- / -- * . WY f
quite similar: the average size of the rttc~lt is in general linear, the variance behaves 
similarly and the average running time of the program remains linear. As before, 
we propose to illustrate the method and principles on fin easy, but characteristic, 
example, inspired by algebraic subtraction or divirion. 
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Let us now consider again a class 8 of binary trees with two types of leaves 
denoted a and e, defined by equation 
%=a+e+o(& 8). (26) 
Class 55 is clearly isomorphic to class 9, and is inzroduced mainly for clarity: element 
e is playing the role of neutral element in our algebra, element a being a generator. 
The binary operator 0 is now supposed to be nilpotent, so that any expression of 
the form o( f, t’) for some r, ?‘E E can be rewritten as e, as soon as t and b’ are shown 
to be equivalent. Obviously, every expression has a normal form which can be 
computed rather efficiently according to a classical recursive scheme. An 
implementation of this algorithm is given in Fig. 2. In order to distinguish it from 
CPrtinn 3 .ljqnrithm 1x1~ rail it YO/I*IFO ;nrtn-A cf p;-lnl;A* VII.. . -1 I 2.av ..I..... .I” WUc,S .C , CHWLL I..JLbUU __ s~iilylr.. y. M 
hnction redrrcel tree: k? ): F ;local ti,tr: F 
if tree.degree = 0 the3 reduce := tree 
eise ti := reduce( tree.left ); 
tr:= reduce( tree.right); 
if equal( tl,tr) then reduce := e 
else reduce := o(tl,tr) fi fi. 
Fig. 2. Program for reduction of expressions with a nilpotent law. Implementation 
for function equal are given in Fig. 1. 
details and ihe code 
This aigoritilm Is obviously rather differeni from the previous one; as a matter of 
fact an infinity of trees (the whole family $,) simpkfy to a, whereas a is just the 
normal form of itself with respect to reduce. The family of expressions which wduce 
to e, the neutral element, is rather complex as will be seen later on. 
The combinatorial and algebraic parts of our study are performed along the same 
lines as in Section 2; the analytic part will be less easy. What seems important is 
ihat any other rewriting system of this kind is a combination of these two extreme 
cases, and apparently can be treated along these lines. 
We now turn to the study of the reduction ratio and of the cost of the reduction. 
3.1. Average reduction ratio 
in tp,;s c:!~~_qF&h~ _-. - g/p &$jn$k! hieiU/ igr PG;iitii:-rir ihP ‘i\??ir?(CIP CI- 
._z-_lcr y---.-_L _. _ “.__ 1. ..“.. cv 
*?a ?,8 Pwhr&wTIl\b~ an”ier 
W”C.,..UCY .‘a- u. b.ug’c aaLL \dL bA_pIbJJI”II 
reduction. We will al .so derive the asymptotic behaviour of ihe variance of the 
distribution. As usua! ‘up ctarr from the uniform distribution over expressions of .._ ULIL.
the same size and the generating i’unctioll E(z) = C,, ,, z”’ wiIE be of cc;nstant ;;se. 
Actual!y we trivially derive from (261 that 
E(z)=D(z)= 
l-di7G 
22 -; (27) 
and therefore has radius of convergence 118. 
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The gerlerating function of the size of reduced trees is defined by 
R(z) z= C Ireduce(b)lz”‘. 
Ic 8 
In order to obtain analytic information about its behaviour on its circle of conver- 
gence, we introduce the set 5 nf irreducible trees: Y = {t E 8 1 t = reduce(t)}. This 
set can be defined inductively by 
and ic therefore isomorphic to set ..a of Section 2 although the algorithms are 
different. Its generating function is therefore the series I(z) defined and studied 
previously. 
Now, for every c E Y, we consider the set %, of expressions whose normal form, 
under reduction, is :, a nd the associated power series 
Knowing theses series, it will be possible to study the generating function of the 
sizes of expressions after reduction, namely the power series: 
R(z) = C /reduce( r)lzlr/, 
I6 r 
since vie can express it as 
It is now easy to observe that power series E,(z) are defined inductively by: 
E,.(z)=l+z c Ef(z), 
lf .i 
(2!?a) 
(30) 
E .l,,,Jz) = zE,,(z)E,.(z), for all U, UC- 9, u # u. 
The first a- A +‘1- llu LI wd equations are immediate from the definition of reduction; the 
second one expresses the fact that whenever the left and right subtrees have the 
same normal form, the expression reduces to the neutral element. 
Vie can now give an algebraic expression for R(z). 
E(,,_-E(z)-2-z~,9 ,(2lrl+l)Ef(z) 
~.\,,------ YP 
I--2,9E(,I) 
. 
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roof. The argument is quite similar to that in Proposition 2.1. Let us consider the 
power series in two variab!es 
‘H(z y)= c 3 y’%,(z) 3 1c.F (3ij 
so that 
(32j 
. 
iiiill.&tiiilit; idii.ib~~ J -&hiCh II?UI 0 -vks &I-n ---SC -S t’- 7 c-~--e~l~~94 troa :,5’~ obtain from C&lb JILL ‘vl Lllb 0lrlrphaaiLril L br, 
(SO), under the same conditions, 
-VI ( WC ‘IE c(tr&) = 4’=l’l”‘-“,,(=):““IE,(z). 
We now sum all these equations for all t E 9, which gives after some transformations, 
H(z, y) = 2+yzHZ(z, y) - z 1 (y7”‘+’ -_V”‘)Ef(Z). (33) 
l( .i 
IMerentiation witn respect to y produces a hnear equation in R(z j which so!ves 
easily givi;lg the expected expression_ 0 
The expression obtained for R(z) is formally quite simI!ar to that obtained for 
S(z). Since 1 s [reduce( ?)I s I?l, f or all t E g, the radius of convergence of W(z) is 
again ‘1/8. The only problem is now to obtain information on the analytic behaviour 
of the sum in the numerator: q(z) = C,< .I (2l?l+ l)Ef(z). In fact, q(z) behaves 
ana!ogous!y to 6(z) in Proposition 2.2, and we prove similarly. 
Proposition 3.2. ne series q(z) =cIC r (2[ti+ l)Ef(z) k andytic fbr !z! s pI: with 
PI ’ m. 
roof. The main difference from Proposition 2.2 lies in the general form of the 
ir Arction. In system (30), the series E,.(z) is now defined implictly. The main steps 
are as hollows. 
(1) Let 1 tie denote the number of leaves of t labelled by e. By induction on the 
r,ize of t = o( u, u) E 9 we have from system (30), 
E,(z) = z”‘(E (z))“‘~~ I? for all t E Y . (34) 
Therefore a!! the series E,(z), except Z$,( z) = 1, have the same radius of convergence 
as E&z), say pv, and I!$( z) satisfies the equation 
E C’ (z) = 1 + z C z”“( E f’ (z))““~~ . (35) 
Ii ./ 
(2) Since the generating function of set 9 is series I(z) defined by ( 17), whose 
Gxiius wl” convergence is lp.J = 0.147 1 i4i. . . and which satisfies on the real positive 
axis, for 0 < z s (2 - a)/4 < P.~, the inequahty 
i(zjc 
141 -8z4-iiz2 
3L) 5 
as_ 
and since, from (35), E,,(z) satisfies, on the real 
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z*E:( Z) c (2 - fi)4, the inequality 
E,,(z) d 1 + zl((zE,(z))7, 
a continuity argument 2nd eiemeatary numerical computations show that EC,(z) can 
be computed for rea! positive z as long as z d !M688542 (at !esst). Hence, since 
coefficients of EP( z) are positive, this series is defined and analytic for 1~1~ pE,, 2 
0.1680541.. . . Hence all the series E,(z) have this property 
(3) Using now (34), the property above and the asymptotics for coefficients of 
1 (z), we conciucie as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Cl 
The average value of the size of reduced expressions is now easily obtained by 
the Mya-Darboux method from the explicit formula of Proposition 3.1. Similarly, 
the variance cf the distribution CMI be computed from (33), which al’rows us to 
derive an expression for a’( H( z, JJ)[~._, j/t$, as in Section 2. 
r=l-r)(1/8)/16-=%5!62... 
wfiere r](z) =C,‘ i (2ltl+ l)Ef(z). The variance v,, qj%e size oj’reduced expressions 
of size n is asymptoticaiiy linear in n, v,, = i%( 1 f U( l/n ):a, with 
~=-3r’+(5+~~~‘(1/8))r-~~(1/8)-2=0.2-W.. . 
where x(z) = z C,, .i 21?1(2/t[+ 1) E:(z). 
3.2. Average cost of reducrion 
The average running time of the reduce process can be studied along the same 
lines as that of simplification. As was already noticed the two algorithms are 
structurally isomorphic, and in fact we can use the same method to estimake its 
asymptotic value. We show again that i+ I-_ L rl+pens to be linear in the size of the 
input, whereas the worst case can be 0( n log n). Since most equations and develop- 
ments are very close to those of Secti on 2, we present the main points and intermedi- 
ate results. A full detailed version can be found in [5 J. 
Let T red(z) be the complexity descriptor of the reduction algorithm, i.2. the 
power series r red(z) = C,( r 7 reduce( f)zl”. As before, we consider the decomposi- 
tion of this series arcordinf2 to the computed normal form. For eac;i :“r ._ .F5 let 
r red,(z) denote the restriction of T red(z) to ail expressions which reduce to f. A 
direct inspection of the program shows that these reskricted complexity descriptors 
can be defined inductively by 
‘P red,,(z) = EJ z), 
7 red,(z) = E,.(z)+22 1 7 red,(z)E,(z)+z C (2ltl+ 19Ef0, 
II ./ 11 I
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Summing all these equations we obtain an explicit formula for the overall compkxity 
descriptor. 
The complexity descriptor r red(z) of the reduction algcrithm is given 
E(z)+ N(z) 
T red(z)=- 
1-2zECz) ’ 
where N(z) = z &,_ ,, T eq(u, uhY,,(z&.(z). 
Furthermore, from (24) and the inductive definitba of Ei( 2) in (30), we obtain 
isfter some transformations a linear equations in N(Z) which solves to 
N(z,_E(z)-2z3(E(z)N,(z~+N,(z))+v(2) 
- \ I l--2 (E2(z)+gri Ef(zH 5 
where 
V(z)--? C Teq(u, u)E~,(z)E~(z)+z” C (2)4+1)E:(z)-2, 
I,./>( .i tr .i 
and, for i = 2,3. 
(37) 
N;(z) = C 7 eq(u, ~)Ei,(z)E,(z). 
Il.L’r .i
In (37), the denominator does not vanish for Izl d l/8; in the numerator, the series 
V(z) has a radius of convergence strictly greater than l/8, and series N,(z) and 
NJ z) have radius of convergence l/8 precisciy. The r,ain s*n= in tkP APvFlopment rbp 1.1 C..W -_ . _ 
is to determine the precise behaviour of these last two series on their circle gf 
convergence and, in fact, around z = l/8. This behaviour is summarized in the 
following technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. 7’he series N,(z) and NJ(z) are analytic for IzI< I/8, except ita z = 1/8 
where they satisfy ha1 developments oj” the j-orm 
Nj(z)=g,(z)dm+hi(z), i=2,3, 
where g,(z) and h,(z) are anaivtic in a neighbourhood qf z = l/8. 
The proof of Lemma 3.5 is analogous to that of Lemma 2.8. It proves convenient 
to use series V,,(Z) =C,., ,j r eq(u, u)&(z), fo. f each t? E 5, which verify the inductive 
eqilntianc -_-___Y.IY 
Hz) = E(z)+2E(2)~,,(2j+z~,,(zj~,.(zj+ v$.,.(zi, i‘or aii f =o(t4, U)E 5, 
whce 
w%!pmed Jno %u!Sn arug %!UunJ &~~AIT? aq) jo sa]wLqsa ugqo 
01 m?3 .wItm$wd hi? u! a8mm.u UB~ au0 ‘paAoJd uaaq wy ura~oay) ahgt?]!]umb 
pm3ua8 ou @noy~je )~?yl rrog3!Auo3 ~130 SF iI ‘Sily~!JO8p? dn-umljoq jo s!siilsue ayl 
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These two facts are proved inductively on the structure, together with the additional 
remark tilat ;3 any u’ which reduces to u, one can associate (in a I- 1 way) a 
I/E COM(u’) which reduces to u. We can now rewrite the system (39) as 
Do(z) = l&(z) = B(z), 
D(z)=zD (z)D (z)+21’1zD,(z), for all t=o(u u)EJJ I 14 (’ 9 C’ a, W) 
We can now indicate the main steps and intermediate results in the study of the 
axrage size of hpiikd colmmutative xpressions and of the average running time. 
In the sequel, notations are those of Section 2. 
(2 j The generating function I(., ‘zj of iiredhbie trees 9,. satisfies 
I”,.( 2) = 2 + zl;( z) - z1,.(2z’), 
and has radius of convergence pI, > l/8. 
(2) The scrics E,(z) are analytic functions in the disk IzI < 4/25 (at least). 
(3) For all t E 9,., ID,(z)! <z($j”’ in the disk iz/ 64j25, and (L),(z)1 <s(d)“’ in the 
disk [zis i/S. 
(4) In the study of the cost of commutative simplification, the cost of commutative 
comparison is defined by 
1, 
I + T eqcom( u.left, v.left) 
if lullul= 0, 
T eqcom(u, v) = 
+ T eqcom( kiight, :*.right )A, eqcom( u-left, u.left j
+ (‘P eqcom( u.ieft, u.rightj 
+ r eqrom( w.right, z;.left)x eqcom( u.ieft, uaiightj) 
i ( 1. -,iy eqcom( u.left, u.left)j, otherwise, 
where x eqcom( u, v j denotes the characteristic function of predicate eqcom. 
From this inductive definition, =fle deduce that 7 eqcom(u, uj s (~/MI+ 1)(21uj +- 1). 
Furthermore, commutativity eliminates s~~lt?etry: r eqcom( u, U) # T eqcom( v, u); 
hence we must introduce two power series, for each u E 9,.: p,,(z) = 
c L’t .$, 7 eqcom(u, ~)Q(zj and v,,(z) =I,., .Y, r eqcom( II, u)Q,(z). We then prove that 
&,(z)~2”“(1uI+2)2 and v,,(z) d 2’“‘(lu( i-4) in the disk IzI c l/8. 
Apart from these minor technical variations, the algebraic and analytic develop- 
ments are totally similar to those of Section 2. We therefore state without more 
deiaiis, the resuits of these (sometimes tedious) comynttations. 
7%~ average value qf th 4 rsductim raiicr tar expressions of size n under 
commutative idempotent simplijic~~tion tends to a constmt u,., as n tends to injinity; 
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with 5(z) = c,, ,,, (ItI i- 1)2l’!of(z). l%e variance v,, of the distribution of the sizes 01 
expressions (of size n) qfter commutative idempotent simplijication verijies asymptoti- 
call) 
VH = u’n(l+O(l/n)), 
6=-3a;+(&&‘(1/8)+5)u-<.-@(l/8)-2=0.2358... 
where 
O(z) ==3z C,i.y, Iti(lti-t l)?l'bf(z). 
a commutative and idempotent binary law) on expressions of size n is asymptotically 
linear in n, as n tends to injinity 
7 simcomy =Fn(l+O(l/n)), 
where K is a constant which depends only on the implementation. 
With our usual conventions on the measure, constant w expresses as 
a;.=2+ & (64-4c, +-;&+!c,+:m,- ,‘,(m7+2ni)), - _ - 
I 
iiviih 
Cl = x L”‘Df( l/8), 
It .V‘ 
c-l = 
I 
_ :! r: i eqcom( 2.4, ijj~ lqz’L”D;‘,( l/8)(1 +:21”‘Q,( l/8)) 
Id.1 t .V, & , :I*_wm( II. I’ 1 
I I 
TX C T eqcom(u, v)2 ““+‘Q:( 1/8)D;( l/8), 
U.I’C .Y, 
m, = C ~,,(1/8)2 “-“““D:( l/8), for i = 2, 3, 
14r 3, 
n3 = C v,,( 11/8)2’i”iDz( l/8) II . 
1tt J, 
4.2. Forthcoming extensions 
The results presented are just a fraction o what can be analyzed with our method. 
In fact one can also deai with ternary irfxs r3k c k-ary trees for any k, or even more 
generally with any simple family of trees, in the sense of [9]. It is then possible to 
take under -onsideration some very !YSiiStiC dis,tributi@ns 8ni! the fU!Iiiy of 
expressions. n each particular case the method applies with mere or less tricky 
technicalities. On a practical point of view, some of the mathematicai deveiopments 
could be considered as “useEess”; in many situatic utations wouki 
give excellent approximations of series an lea 
in all our develop 
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Furthermore we can also analyze more complex rewriting rules, as iong as they 
keep strictiy bestnm-up. !n this c!ass, onC COUld ZiipiX% & one-pass factorisation 
algorithm inspired by ciistributivity laws. Part of these investigations I:, reported in 
[Sj. A n14re global treatment will appear in [6]. 
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